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ABOUT BILC: Can I contribute to the BILC tool-box
This tool box is made up of two kinds of resources: first, those commissioned and
written by the BILC project itself; but second, resources that have been created for use
in different parts of the Anglican Communion by provinces, dioceses and parishes. These
second kind of resources are often devised and written to meet a specific challenge
faced by one part of the Communion. For example, the Diocese of Brisbane in Australia
wanted a resource that would encourage Anglicans there is re-engage with the Bible in a
thoughtful way through a day courses that could be run in different locations. The result
was BIBLE360 – a course that has been enthusiastically engaged with and resulted in a
renewed and deeper engagement with Scripture across the diocese. If this works in
Brisbane might it also be useful in other parts of the Anglican Communion.
There are other examples of resources like BIBLE360 – local initiatives that might be
helpful in other parts of the Communion – in this tool-box. But others can be added. So,
if you have devised a courses, a programme and approach to encouraging a deeper
engagement with Scripture or a part of Scripture that has been beneficial in your context
why not share it with the wider Anglican Communion through the Bible in the Life of the
Church work. We can then add the resource to the tool-box on the web.
It would be helpful to have the following:






A brief outline of what the resources or course is attempting to achieve e.g. a
Lent Course, a way of looking at the Gospel stories, a courses getting into
Leviticus etc.
An outline of when and how you have used the course
A link to the course material [if it is to be kept on your own website] or the
course outline [if you are happy to send the materials themselves]
Remarks from those who used the resource telling us how and why it was
helpful
Any further remarks that might be helpful for others using the materials e.g.
training those who facilitated the course was vital

Then send all this to the Anglican Communion Office - teac@aco.org.
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